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Abstract: In a water ozonation process, dissolved organics undergo two reactions at least: direct
ozone attack and oxidation with hydroxyl radicals generated from the ozone decomposition. In the
particular case of urban wastewater contaminated with pharmaceuticals, competition between these
two reactions can be studied through application of gas–liquid reaction kinetics. However, there is
a lack in literature about kinetic modeling of ozone processes in water specially in photocatalytic
ozonation. In this work, lumped reactions of ozone and hydroxyl radicals with total organic carbon
have been proposed. Urban wastewater containing a mixture of eight pharmaceutical compounds has
been used to establish the kinetic model that simulates the mineralization process. The kinetic model
is based on a mechanism of free radical and molecular reactions and the knowledge of mass transfer,
chemical reaction rate constants, and radiation transfer data. According to the model, both single
ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation present two distinct reaction periods characterized by the
absence and presence of dissolved ozone. In the first period (less than 10 min), pharmaceuticals
mainly disappear by direct ozone reactions and TOC variation due to these compounds has been
modeled according to gas–liquid reaction kinetics through a lumped ozone-pharmaceutical TOC fast
second order reaction. The corresponding rate constant of this reaction was found to change with
time from 3 × 105 to 200 M−1 s−1 with Hatta values higher than 0.3. In the second period (nearly
5 h), competition between direct and hydroxyl radical reactions takes place and a kinetic model
based on a direct and free radical reaction mechanism is proposed. Main influencing parameters to
be known were: Direct ozone reaction rate constant, catalyst quantum yield, and hydroxyl radical
scavengers. The first two take values of 0.5 M−1 s−1 and 5 × 10−4 mol·photon−1, respectively, while a
fraction of TOC between 10% and 90% that changes with time was found to possess hydroxyl radical
scavenger nature.

Keywords: pharmaceutical contaminants; urban wastewater; ozonation; photocatalytic ozonation;
kinetic modeling

1. Introduction

Present municipal wastewater treatment plants (MWWTP) were designed to solve the
contamination of urban wastewaters so their release to natural aquatic media would be safe
from the health and environmental point of views. However, some decades ago, the discovery
of many pharmaceutical and personal care products in treated wastewater at the outlet of MWWTP
indicated the incapability of these plants to retain or remove these contaminants [1–3]. The presence
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of these compounds represents an environmental challenge due to their potential toxicity and
endocrine-disrupting character [4–6]. Previous facts awakened the interest of researchers to look for
advanced processes that could solve the problem. Contrarily to systems only based on contaminant
transfer to another medium (such as adsorption and membranes), advanced oxidation processes where
hydroxyl free radicals are the main oxidizing species, are technologies able to eliminate chemical
contaminants [7–10]. Because of its high reactivity and capacity to decompose in hydroxyl radicals
(especially when combined with other agents) ozone is being used and studied in processes catalogued
as advanced ozonation processes (AOzP) [11–13]. The first AOzP was mentioned in the work of
Glaze et al. in 1987 [14] dealing with the combinations of ozone and UVC radiation or hydrogen
peroxide. Nowadays, the combination between ozone, UVA, or visible radiation and catalysts (also
called photocatalytic ozonation) PhCatOz, is gaining increasing interest due to the different ways
of hydroxyl radical formation [15–17]. PhCatOz has already been the subject of reviews and its
importance can be deduced from the number of publications in the last 10 years (more than 200
according to Scopus data base). Both catalyst nature and radiation source are presently investigated
to lead to a more environmentally friendly process [18]. Regarding catalyst nature, TiO2, so far the
most used photocatalyst, is being combined or doped with other metal oxides or other non-metal
(N,S) atoms to improve its visible light absorption avoiding the use of UV lamps [19–21]. Graphene
discovered in 2004—a 2D material with significant optical, conductivity, and electronic properties,
among others [22]—is also investigated. TiO2 doping with graphene oxide, confers it the possibility
of reducing the band gap and, hence, the increase of visible light absorption [23]. Additionally,
some works have already been published on the use of UVA or visible light emitting diodes (visLED) to
substitute artificial UV lamps [24,25]. Also, the combination of ozone, UVA /visLED or solar light and a
graphene oxide/titania catalyst (GO/TiO2) has recently been the subject of some works to eliminate some
contaminants—such as oxalic acid, bisphenol, cefixime, primidone, etc. [24,26–29]—and a mixture of
pharmaceuticals in an urban wastewater [30]. In PhCatOz works, main objectives studied are focused
on the influence of variables, ozone consumption, stability of catalysts or the use of solar radiation [16].
However, few works deal with studies on the kinetics of the process. In many cases, the kinetics are
oversimplified just determining pseudo first order rate constants [23,31–34]. Other investigations
are limited to find out through which mechanism the oxidation occurs, different scavengers that
react with reactive oxygen species (ROS)—such as hydroxyl radicals, singlet oxygen, positive holes in
the valence band, etc.—are therefore applied [27,35]. In few works, the kinetic study is based on a
mechanism of reactions. For instance, Beltrán et al. reported the study of diclofenac photocatalytic
ozonation, with UVA lamps and TiO2. These authors considered TOC as lumped reactant representing
the organic content of water prone to the attack of ozone and/or hydroxyl radicals [36]. More recently
Figueredo et al. presented a kinetic model applied to primidone ozonation processes in the presence of
UVA LEDs [37]. Regarding ozone free photocatalytic oxidation, Tolosana-Moranchela has reported a
mechanism of reactions to deduce the kinetic model for dichloroacetic acid [38]. However, as far as the
authors knowledge, no study on the PhCatOz kinetic modeling of an urban wastewater containing a
mixture of pharmaceutical compounds has been undertaken. This lack of kinetic studies also refers to
the application of optical catalyst properties, especially when dealing with visible light from LEDs
and GO/TiO2 catalysts. Another important point highlighting the novelty of the present work is the
absence of kinetic modeling of ozone fast reactions in water that normally occurring between ozone
and many pharmaceuticals [39]. These studies need the inclusion of dimensionless numbers of Hatta,
reaction factor and instantaneous reaction factor [40]. All these parameters are applied in the first
reaction part of this work.

In a previous work [30], a mixture of eight pharmaceuticals: acetaminophen, antipyrine,
sulfamethoxazole, diclofenac, caffeine, ketorolac, metoprolol, and hydrochlorothiazide spiked in
a secondary effluent of a municipal wastewater treatment plant, SEMWWTP, at about 10 mg L−1 each,
was treated with ozone and GO/TiO2 visLED photocatalytic ozonation and their results expressed as
variation of individual compound concentration and TOC with time. This work [30] claimed that
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the kinetics differ depending on reaction time. Accordingly, the ozone process was divided into two
reaction periods. In the first one of less than 10 min, negligible total TOC removal pharmaceuticals
concentration were reduced just under the detection limit of the analytical equipment used. For this
reaction period, ozone fast direct reactions were proposed as the responsible way in pharmaceutical
abatement. During the second reaction period (next 3 h), hydroxyl radicals were proposed as the
oxidation pathway. It remained unanswered, however, the study of the kinetic model of these two
reaction periods which is the novelty of this work.

Therefore, the main objective of this work is the study of the kinetic modeling of ozonation and
photocatalytic ozonation, carried put in the presence of visLED and GO/TiO2 catalyst. The aqueous
matrix was the SEMWWTP doped with the previously named pharmaceuticals. The study was
based on gas–liquid reaction kinetic concepts, to distinguish between ozone fast or slow direct and
hydroxyl free radical reactions. Also, when both reactions types compete, a mechanism is proposed
to derive a kinetic model that predict actual TOC and ozone and hydrogen peroxide concentrations.
TOC calculated results are always compared to the experimental ones obtained at the same conditions
in a previous work [30]. Also, a second objective was studying the influence of some parameters such
as the direct rate constant of a lumped ozone–TOC reaction, the fraction of hydroxyl radical scavengers
due to intermediates and catalyst quantum yield.

2. Results and Discussion

In this work, the kinetics of ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation of a pharmaceutical doped
SEMWW (main characteristics were given in a previous work [30]) was divided in two reaction periods
of fast and slow ozone reactions, according to kinetic regimes of gas–liquid reactions [41]. Both periods
are also characterized by the absence and presence of dissolved ozone.

2.1. First Reaction Period

Initially wastewater had a TOC value of 56.5 mg L−1 from which 46.5 mg L−1 were due to doped
pharmaceuticals. The first reaction period where no dissolved ozone was found, corresponds to the first
12 min of reaction. Figures 1 and 2 show the time evolution of TOC from remaining pharmaceuticals
and ozone gas concentration at the reactor outlet during the first 12 min of ozonation and photocatalytic
ozonation, respectively. During this period, no dissolved ozone was detected while pharmaceutical
concentrations could be quantitatively measured. In the first 12 min, total TOC removal was less than
10%. However, TOC removal due to pharmaceuticals was nearly complete. Also, concentration of
ozone in the gas reaches a stationary value of about 10 mg L−1. Other important results are related to the
concentrations of dissolved ozone and hydrogen peroxide. The first one establishes the frontier of the
fast period and started to be detected after the first 9 and 7 min of single ozonation and photocatalytic
ozonation, respectively (see Section 2.1.1). Concentration of hydrogen peroxide at these reaction times
was 1.02 and 0.95 mg L−1 for ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation, respectively.
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Figure 1. Single ozonation: Changes with time of calculated and experimental TOC (●), due to 
pharmaceuticals, and ozone gas concentration at the reactor outlet (▲) for the first reaction period. 
Symbols represent experimental data while curves are calculated results. Experimental conditions: 
pH = 7.5, gas flow rate: 35 L h−1, ozone mass rate: 5.83 mg min−1. SEMWW initial TOC: 10 mg L−1. Initial 
TOC due to pharmaceuticals: 46.5 mg L−1. 

 
Figure 2. Photocatalytic ozonation: Changes with time of calculated and experimental TOC (●), due 
to pharmaceuticals, and ozone gas concentration at the reactor outlet (▲) for the first kinetic reaction 
period. Symbols represent experimental data while curves are calculated data. Experimental 
conditions: pH = 7.5, gas flow rate: 35 L h−1, ozone mass rate: 5.83 mg min−1. SEMWW initial TOC: 10 
mg L−1. Initial TOC due to pharmaceuticals: 46.5 mg L−1. Radiation source: VisLED at 425 nm. Incident 
flux of radiation: 307 W m−2. Catalyst: 0.4 g L−1 of 1.5% GO/TiO2. 

According to the film theory concept, the absence of dissolved ozone during the first reaction 
period means that ozone was, completely depleted in the proximity of the gas-water interphase or in 
the liquid film [41]. At these conditions, it can be admitted that pharmaceuticals removal was due to 
direct ozone reactions, subsequently, participation of hydroxyl radicals is considered negligible [30]. 
To sustain the last hypothesis, it can be argued that in this short initial reaction period TOC 
disappearance was negligible, that is, initial compounds were transformed into intermediates, likely, 
of similar reactivity. Values of the Hatta number (Ha) [41] of the ozone-pharmaceuticals direct 
reactions were always higher than 1. Hatta values above 1 confirmed that these reactions developed 
in the fast-kinetic regime of ozone chemical absorption [40]. With this in mind, there is increased 
interest in deepening the kinetics of pharmaceutical ozonations. This study would require the 

Figure 1. Single ozonation: Changes with time of calculated and experimental TOC (•), due to
pharmaceuticals, and ozone gas concentration at the reactor outlet (N) for the first reaction period.
Symbols represent experimental data while curves are calculated results. Experimental conditions:
pH = 7.5, gas flow rate: 35 L h−1, ozone mass rate: 5.83 mg min−1. SEMWW initial TOC: 10 mg L−1.
Initial TOC due to pharmaceuticals: 46.5 mg L−1.
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Figure 2. Photocatalytic ozonation: Changes with time of calculated and experimental TOC (•), due to
pharmaceuticals, and ozone gas concentration at the reactor outlet (N) for the first kinetic reaction
period. Symbols represent experimental data while curves are calculated data. Experimental conditions:
pH = 7.5, gas flow rate: 35 L h−1, ozone mass rate: 5.83 mg min−1. SEMWW initial TOC: 10 mg L−1.
Initial TOC due to pharmaceuticals: 46.5 mg L−1. Radiation source: VisLED at 425 nm. Incident flux of
radiation: 307 W m−2. Catalyst: 0.4 g L−1 of 1.5% GO/TiO2.

According to the film theory concept, the absence of dissolved ozone during the first reaction
period means that ozone was, completely depleted in the proximity of the gas-water interphase
or in the liquid film [41]. At these conditions, it can be admitted that pharmaceuticals removal
was due to direct ozone reactions, subsequently, participation of hydroxyl radicals is considered
negligible [30]. To sustain the last hypothesis, it can be argued that in this short initial reaction period
TOC disappearance was negligible, that is, initial compounds were transformed into intermediates,
likely, of similar reactivity. Values of the Hatta number (Ha) [41] of the ozone-pharmaceuticals
direct reactions were always higher than 1. Hatta values above 1 confirmed that these reactions
developed in the fast-kinetic regime of ozone chemical absorption [40]. With this in mind, there is
increased interest in deepening the kinetics of pharmaceutical ozonations. This study would require
the application of simultaneous reaction–diffusion mass balance equations through the liquid film
applied to the eight pharmaceuticals and corresponding intermediates. The previous study makes
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the kinetics implementation very complicated and difficult to solve. Instead, the mineralization
kinetics of the pharmaceuticals by following their corresponding TOC with time has been studied,
(see Figures 1 and 2).

As inferred from Figures 1 and 2, TOC removal rates in both ozone based processes are similar
though slightly higher in the photocatalytic ozonation process. The similar TOC conversion values
(due to pharmaceuticals) with time in both ozone processes is another proof of the presence of direct
ozone reactions as main responsible of pharmaceutical removal. In fact, ozone gas concentrations at the
reactor outlet were also similar which means that ozone consumption was similar as well. Dissolved
ozone appeared after the first 8 and 7 min during ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation, respectively.
Measured concentration of hydrogen peroxide is likely due to the ozone reactions after breaking
some aromatic rings or unsaturated double carbon bonds present in the parent compounds or first
intermediates [42,43]. As it will be shown in Section 2.2, hydrogen peroxide plays an important role in
the kinetic study of the second reaction period.

2.1.1. Kinetic Modeling of Pharmaceuticals Oxidation in a SEMWW Due to Direct Ozone Reactions

The kinetic model of the first reaction period is based on the development of a lumped fast second
order irreversible reaction between TOC associated to remaining pharmaceuticals and ozone

TOC + zO3
◦ kD

◦

−→ Products (1)

Taking into account the high agitation speed applied (700 rpm) and the fine bubbles of
ozone–oxygen mixture supplied, the slurry reactor used in this work behaves as a semibatch perfectly
mixed reactor (see Section 3). Under these circumstances, the kinetic model relies on the following
form of the mass balance equations of TOC in water and ozone in the gas phase [40]

−
dTOC

dt
=

1
z

NO3 (2)

(1−β)V
dCO3g

dt
= mO3e−vgCO3g−NO3βV (3)

where NO3 is the ozone chemical absorption rate, that is, the kinetics of the gas–liquid reaction (1),
CO3g the concentration of gas ozone at the reactor outlet, β the liquid hold-up, V the reaction volume,
mO3e the inlet ozone molar rate, and vg the volumetric gas flow rate (values of these parameters and
other necessary to solve the kinetic model are given in the Supplementary Section). In the case of fast
gas–liquid reactions, the ozone chemical absorption rate can be expressed as a function of the reaction
factor, F, and the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, kLa, as [41]

NO3= kLa
CO3gRT

He
F (4)

where the fractional term in the right side represents the concentration of ozone at the water
interphase—that is, the ozone solubility—and T, R, and He are the temperature and perfect gas
and Henry constants, respectively. For reactors similar to the one used, the accumulation rate term
of ozone in the gas inside the reactor can be considered negligible that means Equation (3) could be
simplified [44]. Hence, also considering Equation (4), an explicit equation for the concentration of
ozone in the gas is obtained after this simplification

CO3g =
mO3e

vg+kLa RT
He FβV

(5)
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The reaction factor, F, in Equations (4) and (5), can be obtained from Equation (6) (see also
Equation (S1) to determine F from experimental results) which corresponds to a fast kinetic regime of
ozone absorption for an irreversible second order reaction (as in reaction (1)) [40,41]

F =
Ha

√
FI−F
FI−1

tah
(
Ha

√
FI−F
FI−1

) (6)

where FI is the instantaneous reaction factor that, in this case, can be defined as

Fi= 1+
zDTOCTOC

DO3CO3g
RT
He

(7)

with DTOC and DO3 stand for the diffusivities of TOC and ozone in water, respectively. In Equation (6),
the Hatta number, Ha, contains the rate constant, kD, of reaction (1), and is defined as

Ha =

√
kDDO3TOC

kL
(8)

where kL is the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient (see Supplementary Section for parameter values).
Because of the different fast reactivity with ozone of remaining pharmaceuticals and intermediates [30],
kD will change with time. Accordingly, a relationship between the rate constant of reaction (1) and
time is needed to solve Equations (2) and (5). The procedure to relate kD and t, during this initial
period is shown in the Supplementary Section. Equations (S2) and (S3) show the exponential functions
of kD with time obtained for single and photocatalytic ozonations, respectively.

Additionally, a mean value of the stoichiometric ratio, z, for this period was deduced just by
determining the ratio between the moles of ozone absorbed and consumed per mol of TOC consumed,
that resulted to be 0.264 and 0.213 for single ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation, respectively.
The similar values of z for both ozone-based processes also confirm the direct reactions of ozone
(reaction (1)) as the principal way of oxidation.

Starting with Equations (S2) and (S3), calculated values of Ha, F, and FI could be obtained from
Equations (8), (6), and (7), respectively, at intervals of 10 s. With these values, Equation (2), and hence
Equation (5), could be numerically solved to yield the concentrations of ozone in the gas and TOC
during the first reaction period. This solution required the ozone gas concentration, CO3g, the reaction
factor, F, and TOC to be known at the start of the ozonation period. While the starting TOC (at t = 0)
was known, CO3g and F are not available. As a consequence, the solution of the kinetic model was
initiated at t = 1 min, where the first value of CO3g was experimentally determined, and hence F could
also be calculated.

From Figures 1 and 2, a great concordance between calculated and experimental concentrations for
both TOC and CO3g can be seen. Also, no significant differences between ozonation and photocatalytic
ozonation results were experienced. The latter facts confirm, on one hand, the use of gas–liquid reaction
kinetics to validate the kinetic model of the first reaction period and, on the other hand, the direct
ozone reactions (represented by lumped reaction (1)) as responsible for pharmaceutical disappearance.

2.2. Second Reaction Period

When dissolved ozone is detected, pharmaceutical concentrations are so low that the corresponding
Hatta number of their individual ozone direct reactions is lower than 1, as a consequence, the kinetic
regimes move to slow [30]. This happens at about 9 and 8 min of reaction in single ozonation and
photocatalytic ozonation, respectively. For simulation purposes, a reaction time of 10 min has been
considered as the start of the second reaction period in both ozone processes. This reaction time was
extended to 300 min (see later Figures 3–5 and Figure S1, for single ozonation, and Figure 6 to Figure 7
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and Figure S2, for photocatalytic ozonation, to show the time changes in total TOC, concentrations
of ozone in the gas leaving the reactor and dissolved in water and hydrogen peroxide). During this
reaction period, TOC removal rates are faster during photocatalytic ozonation where about 90% TOC
elimination is observed after 300 min compared to 50% in single ozonation [30]. These results suggest
the importance of hydroxyl free radical oxidation in this reaction period. Concentration of ozone in the
gas leaving the reactor remains practically constant with a value slightly higher than that achieved
at the end of the first reaction period, regardless of the ozonation type. From Figures S1 and S2,
it is seen that concentration of dissolved ozone, as expected, increases with time reaching similar
steady state values in both ozone-based processes (at 300 min reaction) (about 1.7 mg L−1). This could
be due to the absence of ozone reacting compounds after 5 h reaction. Finally, hydrogen peroxide
concentrations follow the trends already observed in previous works [45,46]: there is a short time
where the concentration is practically constant or slightly increases (single ozonation) o decreases
(photocatalytic ozonation) and finally decreases with time in both ozone processes to disappear in the
case of photocatalytic ozonation.Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 19 
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Figure 6. Solution of the kinetic model for photocatalytic ozonation. Influence of catalyst quantum
yield at 425 nm. kD = 0.5 M−1 s−1; TOC1 scavenging fraction: α = 0.1 for first 120 min, variable
(following an exponential function) between 0.1 at 120 min and 0.9 at 150 min reaction, then constant at
0.9. Symbols: experimental results. Continuous and dotted curves: calculated results. Continuous
curve: best fitting results. Other experimental conditions as in Figure 2. Experimental TOC values
from [30].
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3 TOC1, # TOC2. Curves: TOC and CO3g calculated results. Experimental conditions as in Figure 2.
Experimental TOC values taken from [30].

2.2.1. Kinetic Modeling of TOC Removal during the Second Reaction Period with Slow
Gas–Liquid Reactions

In the second reaction period, the reaction factor was even lower than 1 confirming the slow
kinetic regime of ozone absorption [41]. Under these conditions it is highly probable that both direct
and free radical reactions compete for the abatement of organics (both remaining pharmaceuticals and
intermediates) [39,47]. Under the slow kinetic regime, the kinetic model is constituted by macroscopic
mass balance equations of species present in water: TOC (that now represents all the organics), ozone in
the gas and water phases, hydrogen peroxide, and short lived reactive species: free radicals. For the
semibatch perfectly mixed photoreactor of this work, the general mass balance equation for any of
these species except those of ozone in the gas and water phases is

dCi
dt

= Ri (9)

where Ri is the reaction rate of species i due to all chemical and photochemical reactions in which
participates. Mass balance of ozone in the gas phase can also be expressed by Equation (3) but now the
ozone absorption rate is given by Equation (10)

NO3= kLa
(CO3gRT

He
−CO3

)
(10)

where CO3 is the concentration of dissolved ozone. The mass balance equation of ozone in the water
phase is

dCO3

dt
= NO3−RO3 (11)

The mass balance of ozone in the gas phase (Equation (3)) must be added to Equations (9) and
(11) to complete the kinetic model system of differential equations. Also, by assuming negligible
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the accumulated rate of ozone gas concentration, as in Equation (5) for fast reactions, the ozone gas
concentration can be explicitly obtained. This is given by Equation (12)

CO3g =
mO3e+kLaCO3βV

vg+kLa RT
HeβV

(12)

In this kinetic model, given the long period of reaction studied (nearly 5 h) and the fact that
reactivity of organics in water changes with time, TOC was assumed to be the sum of two contributions:
TOC1 due to remaining pharmaceuticals and first intermediates, and TOC2 representing the secondary
intermediates and end products with only TOC1 directly reacting with ozone. In order to deduce
the rate equations (Ri) for any species present in water the mechanism, based on literature [48–52],
shown in the Supplementary Materials (see reactions (S4) to (S28)) was proposed. From this mechanism,
rate equations, Ri, for any species can be obtained. These equations for the main molecular species are

For TOC1:
RTOC1= −(kD1CO3+kHO1CHO)TOC1 (13)

For TOC2:
RTOC2 = (kD1CO3+kHO1CHO)TOC1−kHO2CHOTOC2 (14)

For hydrogen peroxide:

RH2O2T= kD1CO3TOC1−ki1CO3CHO2−−ki5Ce−CH2O2T−kHCHOCH2O2T (15)

where CHO2- and CH2O2T are the concentrations of the ionic form of hydrogen peroxide and its total
concentration (i.e., the sum of the concentrations of the ionic and non-ionic forms). Then, according to
the hydrogen peroxide pK and pH of wastewater, CHO2- is defined as

CHO2− =
10pH−pK

1 + 10pH−pK
CH2O2T (16)

Also, kH represents the total reaction rate constant of hydroxyl radicals with both forms of hydrogen
peroxide that can be defined from rates of Reactions (S22) and (S23), pH and pK of Equilibrium (S15)
as shown in Equation (17) [40,51]

kH =
kH1+kH210pH−pK

1 + 10pH−pK
(17)

For dissolved ozone

RO3 =
(
kD1TOC1+k110pH−14+ki1CHO2−+ki4Ce−+k4CO2−+k7CHO

)
CO3 (18)

Rate equations of free radicals and charge carriers are given in the Supplementary Materials
(see Equations (S29) to (S34)) as well as other nomenclature of constants and concentrations in
Equations (13)–(18).

After substitution of Ri for the case of these short live species in Equation (9), applying the
stationary steady state (dCi/dt = 0), and combining the resulting equations, the concentration of free
radicals (HO and O2

−) and electron charge carriers (Ce-), present in Equations (13)–(15) and (18), can be
expressed as a function of concentration of molecular species (see Equations (S35) to (S37) in the
Supplementary Materials).

•Mean Rate of Photon Absorption

Another important point in the case of photocatalytic ozonation is the rate of charge carrier
formation, that is, the effective mean photon amount that the catalyst absorbs to yield charge carriers,
which is defined as

rVis= ΦcatrPhoton (19)
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where φcat is the catalyst quantum yield and rphoton the mean rate of absorbed photons which depends
on the radiation transfer equation [53]. An approximation of this equation has been solved by some
models such as the six flux model that takes into account the absorption and dispersion coefficients of
the catalyst and considers that photon dispersion goes through the six directions of the three coordinate
axis [34,54]. In this paper, an approximate value of rphoton given by the Lambert–Beer law, rLB, was first
calculated [55]. The equation only considers the light absorption of the catalyst and dispersion is
excluded

rLB= Φcat
I0

L
[1− exp(−2.303LκCcat)] (20)

where Io, L, k, and Ccat are the incident radiation at the reactor wall (1.09 × 10−7 Einstein·cm−2 s−1,
calculated by actinometry, see Section 3), the light path through the reactor (the reactor internal diameter
in this case, see Section 3), the catalyst absorption coefficient at 425 nm and the concentration of catalyst
(4 × 10−4 g cm−3), respectively. For the catalyst absorption coefficient, a value of 7900 cm2 g−1 was
taken following the work of Tolosana-Moranchela et al. [56] who studied the absorption properties of a
similar GO/TiO2 catalyst. The value of rLB was finally 1.76 × 10−8 Einstein cm−3 s−1. Also, from this
work [56], the catalyst dispersion coefficient, σ, at 425 nm, was taken as 20,000 cm2 g−1. Hence the
albedo, ω, defined as the ratio between the dispersion coefficient and the sum of dispersion and
absorption coefficients of catalyst resulted to be 0.72 in the studied system. Additionally, Li Puma
and Brucato [57] reported constant ratios, γ, between the mean absorption rate of photons for a TiO2

catalyst given by the six flux and Lambert–Beer models at different albedo when the optical density
thickness was higher than 10 as occurring in this work. Then, it was finally assumed that the catalyst
effective mean photon absorption rate could be calculated as

rVis= ΦcatrSFM= ΦcatγrLB (21)

where rSFM is the mean absorption rate of the catalyst given by the six flux model. From Li Puma and
Brucato’s work [57], a value of 0.625 can be taken for γwith an albedo of 0.72. Then, by substituting
rLB and γ values in Equation (21), rVis was finally 1.1 × 10−5 φcat mol L−1 s−1. The catalyst quantum
yield (mol Einstein−1) is one of the parameters to determine from the kinetic model of photocatalytic
ozonation.

• Solution of the Kinetic Model

The kinetic model formed by Equations (9) to (12), taking into account equations deduced for
short live species (see corresponding Ri equations in Supplementary Part) was numerically solved [58]
with the initial conditions known at 10 min reaction for concentrations of TOC1, TOC2, dissolved and
gaseous ozone, and hydrogen peroxide (see starting values in the Supplementary Section).

In this system, however, there are two unknows for single ozonation: kD and α, the fraction of
TOC1 that scavenges hydroxyl radicals, and three unknowns for the photocatalytic system: kD, α,
and φ the quantum yield of the catalyst. These unknows are also the parameters studied.

Solution of the kinetic model for the ozonation system was first tried by assuming no contribution
of the direct rate constant (kD = 0) and scavenger effect of TOC1 (α = 0). In this situation, however,
no suitable solution could be found. By only assuming a value of α different from zero, again no
satisfactory solution was encountered. Next, it was assumed that some direct reaction competition
develops, which implies kD , 0. Since the kinetic regime is slow, the highest value for kD is limited
to a value leading to a Hatta number of 0.3 [41]. By using Equation (8) with Ha = 0.3, a value of
13.1 M−1s−1 was obtained for kD. With this value and no contribution of TOC1 as scavenger (α = 0),
the solution of the kinetic model overestimated TOC abatement. Calculated TOC disappeared in a
few minutes. Finally, the model was solved by considering the existence of both kD and α. Since
approximately at 40 min the removal rate of TOC shows a clear change (see Figure 3), an α value of 0.1
was assumed in the first 40 min reaction. This change was likely due to an increase of the scavenging
character of intermediates formed, that is, what it is defined as TOC1. Next, after some attempts at
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varying α, an exponential increase of this parameter from 0.1 to 0.9 from reaction times between 40 and
50 min was assumed. Then, α = 0.9 was considered constant until the end of the reaction. With this
assumption, the kinetic model was solved for different kD values and TOC results were compared to
the experimental data. Figure 3 shows the results obtained. From Figure 3, it can be seen that regardless
of kD, during the first 40 min reaction, calculated and experimental results are very close, which
means that hydroxyl radical reactions are the important contributing species to TOC removal. In fact,
for this reaction period, calculated contributions of free radical reaction to TOC removal represented
more than 97%. At higher reaction time, kD has a significant effect, with a value of 0.5 M−1s−1, as the
best one to predicts the experimental TOC results. From 50 min reaction, contribution of the direct
reaction to remove TOC was about 30%. Note that these values of kD and α were not the optimum
ones since the objective of the work was not the optimization of the kinetic model but to discuss the
effect of parameters and to obtain the best approximate values of them to predict the experimental
results. In any case, since the criteria followed was the minimization of the sum of the squares of
the differences between calculated and experimental results (see also ANOVA results in Section 2.3.),
the optimum should be very close to 0.5 M−1s−1 and 0.1 to 0.9 for kD and α, respectively. The best
values of kD and α also lead to the calculated results of TOC1, TOC2, and concentrations of ozone in
the gas (Figures 4 and 5) and of hydrogen peroxide and ozone dissolved in water (Figure S3) (see later
discussion of these results).

Figure 4 presents the effect of α on TOC by keeping kD = 0.5 M−1 s−1. As can be seen from Figure 4
assuming a constant value of α for the whole reaction period between 0.1 and 0.9 leads to unacceptable
differences between calculated and experimental TOC values. Also, neglecting the scavenging effect
of TOC1 after the first 40 min reaction or even changing the value of α from 0.9 to 0.1 for the 40 to
50 min interval time (not shown) resulted in TOC removal rates much faster than the experimental
ones. In these cases, calculated TOC removal percentages were higher than 90% which is against
mineralization data reported for single ozonation processes [40].

For the best values of α and kD, Figure 5 shows the changes with time of calculated TOC1, TOC2,
TOC (sum of TOC1 and TOC2), and CO3g.

From Figure 5 both calculated TOC and CO3g are very close to the experimental data. Also, it is
observed how theoretical TOC1 and TOC2 decreases and increases, respectively, with reaction time.
At this respect, it has to be noted that the scavenger contributing effect of TOC1 was always higher
than 98% while those of TOC2, carbonates already present in the treated wastewater and formed from
mineralization reached a maximum value of 0.6, 0.26, and 0.24%, respectively, at 300 min reaction.
This indicates the importance of considering a scavenging effect for the remaining pharmaceutical and
intermediates of ozonation to explain the evolution of TOC. From Figure 5, it is also observed that
CO3g values correspond to a nearly steady state situation.

Changes with time of calculated and experimental concentrations of dissolved ozone and hydrogen
peroxide are depicted in Figure S3. In these cases, however, although both calculated and experimental
time concentration profiles follow similar trends, calculated CO3 and CH2O2 values overestimate and
underestimate their corresponding experimental concentrations, respectively. In any case, differences
can be assumed valid from an engineering point of view. For instance, as average, differences between
calculated and experimental dissolved ozone concentration oscillate between 0.1 and 0.4 mg L−1.
The results suggest the development of some non-effective decomposition reactions of ozone not
considered in the proposed mechanism, albeit their absence in the mechanism had no influence on
TOC removal rates. Regarding hydrogen peroxide, it has to be noted that the analytical method
applied does not distinguish between hydrogen peroxide and organic peroxides; accordingly, the actual
hydrogen peroxide concentrations are likely lower than those experimentally determined. In any case,
the importance of hydrogen peroxide is clear because its reaction with ozone is the main initiation step
of free radicals in single ozonation. The presence of H2O2 in solution is guaranteed through the reaction
between TOC1 and ozone. This type of reaction has already been reported in other works, such as in
the ozonation of diclofenac, one of the pharmaceuticals present in the studied secondary wastewater
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effluent [59,60]. The kinetic model predicts a significant decrease of hydrogen peroxide concentration
at 40 min reaction when TOC removal rate shows an important decreasing change. In spite of the
differences observed between calculated and experimental dissolved ozone and hydrogen peroxide
concentrations, the most important features to keep in mind are that the kinetic model accurately
predicts the level of mineralization to be reached (TOC removal) and also the ozone consumption
per TOC removed. This latter parameter is based on the good concordance between calculated and
experimental TOC and ozone gas concentrations at the reactor outlet. The influence of dissolved ozone
on consumption is negligible. Level of mineralization, toxicity, and economic cost (not treated in this
work) are likely the most important items to check in ozonation processes.

Finally, Figure S4 shows the changes with time of calculated hydroxyl radical concentration. As it
can be observed, the hydroxyl radical concentration starts with calculated values (see Equation (S37))
of about 2.7 × 10−14 M for the first 40 min and then undergo a decrease to about 7 × 10−15 M as a
consequence of the increasing value of α. Finally, it slightly increases until the end of ozonation (5 h) to
up to a value of 9 × 10−15 M.

In photocatalytic ozonation, in addition to kD and α, the quantum yield of the catalyst, φcat,
is added to parameters to be studied. Best values of kD and αwere found to be the same as in single
ozonation. However, in this system, the change of experimental TOC removal rate was observed after
2 h (see Figure 6). As a result, α was varied between 0.1 and 0.9 from 120 and 150 min of reaction.
Here, only the effect of φcat on TOC removal, shown in Figure 6, is discussed. As can be observed
from Figure 6, the best value for φcat, was 6.5 × 10−4 mol Einstein−1. Higher or lower values lead to
poor fitting between calculated and experimental TOC values. Tolosana-Moranchel et al. [56] found a
value between 1.8 × 10−2 and 2.4 × 10−2 mol Einstein−1 for a 0.5% GO/TiO2 catalyst in the ozone-free
photocatalytic oxidation of clofibric acid with four UVA lamps emitting in the range 315–415 nm. Also,
the same authors [61] reported a value of 3.7 × 10−3 molEinstein−1 for TiO2 P25 catalyst while studying
the ozone-free photocatalytic oxidation of phenol with different UVA/visible lamps. Compared to
these quantum yields found in literature for similar catalysts, 6.5 × 10−4 mol Einstein−1 results much
lower, but it corresponds to a LED visible wavelength of 425 nm without any contribution of UVA
radiation as reported in the other works. This means that the quantum efficiency of our catalyst is
exclusively due to the presence of GO since TiO2 does not absorb radiation above 385 nm because of its
high band gap [62].

Changes of main species concentration with time corresponding to the best values of kD, α,
and φcat for the photocatalytic ozonation process are depicted in Figure 7 and Figure S5.

In Figure 7, it is seen how the calculated TOC and CO3g are practically coincident with the
experimental values. Also, TOC1 and TOC2 profiles follow similar trends than in single ozonation.
The difference is the time where changes of TOC removal rate are significant, at about 120 min
which justifies the change introduced in α. Similarly to single ozonation, during the first period of
reaction, at 120 min in this case, contribution of free radical oxidation was above 96%. From this
reaction time the contributing effect of direct TOC1 ozonation increases up to 22% at the end of the
reaction. Notice, that initiation steps of hydroxyl radicals in photocatalytic ozonation are due to both
ozone-hydrogen peroxide direct reaction (reaction (S8)) and photon absorption rate (reaction (21))
leading to catalyst excitation. From calculated data, the contribution of photon absorption rate to
initiate the chain propagation of free radicals was 100% at start of the second reaction period, because
of the low dissolved ozone concentration, it decreases to 20% during the following 10 min and reaches
a maximum value of 41.4% at the end of the process.

Figure S5 depicts the experimental and calculated changes of hydrogen peroxide and dissolved
ozone concentration with time. Regarding the concentration trends, results are similar to those found
in single ozonation. Calculated ozone concentration overestimates the experimental results during
the last 150 min but with lower deviations than in single ozonation. Ozone concentration profiles
follow a clear sigmoid curve as a result of the high ozone consumption during the first 120 min. Also,
calculated concentrations of hydrogen peroxide were closer to the experimental ones compared to
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single ozonation results but always underestimating the experimental data. Similar to single ozonation,
deviations could be due to the analytical method to determine hydrogen peroxide concentration.
Again, it should be kept in mind that the kinetic model accurately predicts both mineralization and
ozone consumption.

Finally, Figure S4 also shows the time concentration profile calculated for hydroxyl radical during
photocatalytic ozonation at the best conditions of parameters investigated. A similar trend to single
ozonation with a clear change in concentration in the interval 120–150 min is observed, where α was
also changed to increase the scavenging character of intermediates. As a consequence of these changes
and the importance of initiation steps (21) and (S8), calculated hydroxyl radical concentration first
increases for the first 120 min, from 3 × 10−14 to 5.7 × 10−14 M, then decreases for the next 30 min down
to 1.2 × 10−14 M, and finally slightly increases up to 1.6 × 10−14 at 300 min reaction.

2.3. Analysis of Variance

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the experimental and predicted data from the model for both
reaction periods was carried out by ANOVA statistic tool of OriginPro 2018® software, establishing a
significance level of 0.05 (see Tables S1 and S2 for the first and second reaction periods, respectively).

For the first reaction period, according to Table S1 good fitting statistics were obtained for both
concentrations studied: TOC and ozone gas concentration in the two ozonation systems studied.
This is also confirmed in Figures S6 and S7 where experimental versus predicted TOC and CO3g are
shown together to ±10% deviation lines.

For the second reaction period, similar tendencies in the prediction model were found for both
ozonation and PhCatOz processes (see Table S2). Due to the problems mentioned for dissolved ozone
and hydrogen peroxide concentrations, only ANOVA of TOC and ozone gas concentration at the
reactor outlet is discussed. For the case of TOC very good fitting parameters were obtained (see also
Figures S8 and S9). On the contrary, R2 for ozone gas concentration shows poor results. However,
it should be noted that, as shown in Figures 5 and 7, experimental ozone gas concentration at the reactor
outlet reached a nearly stationary value just after some minutes of the start of the second reaction
period while predicted values showed a slight increasing trend only deviating less than ±10% from
the experimental ones as observed from Figures S8 and S9 for ozonation and PhCatOz, respectively.
In fact, for 5 reaction hours, calculated ozone gas concentration in single ozonation varied from 8.4
to 9.8 mg L−1 while experimental ones changed from 8.4 to 10 mg L−1 while in PhCatOz changes
were from 8.6 to 9.9 mg L−1 and 8.6 to 10.1 mg L−1 for calculated and experimental concentrations,
respectively. Therefore, in spite of the low value found for R2 predictions of ozone gas concentration,
the results can be considered acceptable from an engineering point of view.

3. Materials and Methods

All materials, catalyst preparation and characterization, equipment and procedures to obtain
the experimental results are described in detail in previous works [24,29,30]. Briefly, regarding the
experimental set-up and some other analytical determinations: the photoreactor was a cylindrical
tank of 6.2 cm diameter and 0.5 L of effective volume supplied with inlet and outlet for gas and a
sampling port. The reactor worked in semibatch mode by charging the SEMWW sample doped with
pharmaceuticals (at 10 mg L−1 each) and 0.4 g L−1 of 1.5% GO/TiO2 catalyst. An ozone–oxygen mixture
was continuously fed after allowing 30 min of contact between the doped SEMWW and catalyst to
facilitate equilibrium adsorption of organics. The catalyst was an 8.5 nm size 1.5% graphene oxide
on TiO2 composite with 100% anatase phase [29] (see also Figure S10 of Supplementary Materials).
Agitation was provided at 700 rpm with a magnetic stirrer situated at the reactor bottom. The reactor
was inserted in a cubic box with 44 LEDs emitting mainly at 425 nm radiation. Each vertical wall of the
box had 11 LEDs equidistantly situated. Ozone was produced in a 30/7 Sander laboratory ozonator and
its concentration measured with an Anseros GM-19 ozone analyzer (Tubingen, Germany). TOC was
measured with a Shimadzu TOC-VSCH instrument (Kyoto, Japan). Initially, pharmaceutical doped
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SEMWW had about 56.7 mg L−1 TOC (10 mg L−1 due to non-doped SEMWW). Ozone in the water was
determined by the Indigo method [63]. Hydrogen peroxide (and likely organic peroxides) concentration
was determined photometrically by the cobalt/bicarbonate method, at 260 nm [64]. The intensity of
incident radiation was calculated by actinometry with ferrioxalate complex, [Fe(C2O4)3]3−, in acidic
medium [30]. A value of 1.09 × 10−7 Einstein cm−2 s−1 was obtained, which is equivalent to 307 W m−2

at 425 nm. Typical values of variables for an ozone process were ozone inlet mass rate = 5.83 mg min−1

and gas flow rate = 35 L h−1. The liquid phase deposition method was applied for the synthesis of
catalysts [65].

4. Conclusions

The main conclusions reached in this work are:
Both ozonation and photocatalytic ozonation of the pharmaceutical doped secondary urban

wastewater effluent studied can be kinetically modeled following the kinetic regime of ozone absorption
and then the gas–liquid reaction kinetics. The gas–liquid system is based on a lumped reaction between
TOC and ozone and hydroxyl radicals, depending on the ozone system.

The ozone processes, from a kinetic point of view, are divided in two periods with different
ozone kinetic regimes. A first period of just less than 10 min of duration where pharmaceuticals
concentrations are reduced nearly under their detection limit. This first period is characterized by
the absence of dissolved ozone and Ha number and reaction factors higher than 1, which correspond
to fast ozone reactions. In this period, the main molecular species are TOC of pharmaceuticals and
ozone in the gas at the reactor outlet. Influence of photochemical reactions during this period can
be considered negligible from the kinetics perspective so that pharmaceuticals can be considered
exclusively consumed with ozone.

The second reaction period is characterized by the presence of dissolved ozone, with hydroxyl
radical and direct ozone reactions competing to consume total TOC. Now, the kinetic regime of ozone
reactions is slow and Hatta numbers and reaction factors lower than 1. In this period main molecular
species are represented by TOC, ozone in the gas and water phases and hydrogen peroxide. During
this period, TOC was divided in TOC1 and TOC2 to account for the diverse nature of intermediates
formed. Now, hydroxyl radical reactions are mainly responsible for TOC removal with percentages
varying depending on the ozone process applied. Also, initiation of free radicals is due to two main
steps: the mean photon absorption rate of catalyst to generate charge carriers and the reaction of
ozone with the hydrogen peroxide anion. The presence of a reaction between ozone and TOC1 to yield
hydrogen peroxide makes possible the concordance between calculated and experimental TOC results
though the inclusion of a fraction α of scavenger nature in TOC1 was also fundamental.

The kinetic model, despite the discrepancies observed in hydrogen peroxide and dissolved ozone
concentrations, accurately predicts mineralization levels and ozone consumption.

This kind of kinetic model could be applied to any wastewater ozonation system after a detailed
study of the actual TOC–time trends to establish the fraction of TOC of scavenging nature and the
value of the direct rate constant. Also, in the case of photocatalytic reactions, the study will allow the
catalyst quantum yield to be estimated provided other catalyst properties (absorption and dispersion
coefficients among others) are known.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/10/11/1256/s1,
Figure S1. Single ozonation: Changes with time of concentrations of dissolved ozone (N) and hydrogen peroxide
(�) during the second reaction period. Experimental conditions as in Figure 1. Figure S2. Photocatalytic ozonation:
Changes with time of concentrations of dissolved ozone (N) and hydrogen peroxide (�) during the second reaction
period. Experimental conditions as in Figure 2. Figure S3. Kinetic model results in ozonation. Second reaction
period. Changes with time of calculated and experimental concentrations of dissolved ozone and hydrogen
peroxide. Black symbols: experimental results. Curves: calculated results: �Hydrogen peroxide, N CO3. Note that
experimental hydrogen peroxide concentrations likely include the one of organic peroxides. Experimental
conditions as in Figure 1. Figure S4. Kinetic model results for the second reaction period. Changes with time
of calculated concentrations of hydroxyl radicals. In ozonation: Continuous line, In photocatalytic ozonation:
dotted line. Figure S5. Kinetic model results in photocatalytic ozonation. Second reaction period. Changes with
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time of calculated and experimental concentrations of dissolved ozone and hydrogen peroxide. Black symbols:
experimental results. Curves: calculated results: � Hydrogen peroxide, N CO3. Note that experimental hydrogen
peroxide concentrations likely include the one of organic peroxides. Experimental conditions as in Figure 2.
Figure S6. Experimental vs predicted values of TOC and CO3g in Ozonation for the first reaction period. Dotted
lines correspond to ±10% deviations. Figure S7. Experimental vs. predicted values of TOC and CO3g in PhCatOz
for the first reaction period. Dotted lines correspond to ±10% deviations. Figure S8. Experimental vs. predicted
values of TOC and CO3g in Ozonation for the second reaction period. Dotted lines correspond to ±10% deviations.
Figure S9. Experimental vs. predicted values of TOC and CO3g in PhCatOz for the second reaction period. Dotted
lines correspond to ±10% deviations. Figure S10. XRD of GO/TiO2 composite. Table S1. ANOVA statistics of
the kinetic model at 0.05 significance level for the first reaction period. Table S2: ANOVA statistics of the kinetic
model at 0.05 significance level for the second reaction period.
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